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Could these black holes be primordial in origin?

• Consistent* with no spin (hard to produce astrophysically)

• Black holes with masses                                                            
can survive the age of the universe without Hawking 
evaporating.

• Can be produced with masses below the Chandrasekhar 
limit                                           (observation of which would be 
smoking gun proof of their existence!)



Could these black holes be primordial in origin?

Can be produced by:

• Bubble collisions in 1’st order phase transitions;

• cosmic string loop collapse; domain walls;

• collapse of large (primordial?) overdensities; 

• In the latter case, abundances can therefore be probed by 
complimentary observations of small scale power.
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Primordial black hole formation

Harada, Yu, Kohri (2013):  a more detailed analysis for uniform 
density profiles implied

(not so accurate as you approach matter domination, more on this later…)

In reality, different density profiles, different thresholds… 
during radiation domination

(See Kalaja et al, 1908.03596)
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Press-Schecter formalism –

is the mass fraction of PBH’s at the time of formation

power spectrum of curvature perturbation from inflation
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Q) Where did the scalar perturbation go? 



How do cosmological correlation functions relate to an 
underlying effective description? (Cheung et al. 2007)

A) It got `eaten’ by the metric, which now propagates a 
longitudinal polarization… 



Since     is a Goldstone,    = const. will always be a 
solution for            to any order in perturbation theory, 
since only derivative interactions. This is what imprints 
anisotropies on the CMB… (Bond, Salopek 1990; Assasi, Baumann, Green 2012)

changes to zero and two derivative terms in the
parent theory manifest here…             



Since     is a Goldstone,    = const. will always be a 
solution for            to any order in perturbation theory, 
since only derivative interactions. This is what imprints 
anisotropies on the CMB… (Bond, Salopek 1990; Assasi, Baumann, Green 2012)

changes to two and four derivative terms in the
parent theory manifest here…             



`Transfer function’ = non-primordial cosmology +  geometry       



Transfer functions `sample’ underlying 2-pt function



Can `invert’ for EFT parameters given a scale dependent reconstruction to accuracy of order              …

Durakovic, Hunt, Patil, Sarkar (2019)    

(Aside – from reconstructed data to `Wilson functions’)



Primordial black hole formation

Press-Schecter formalism –
is the mass fraction of PBH’s at the time of formation,   is the 

fraction of horizon mass to collapse into a black hole… 

power spectrum of curvature perturbation from inflation



Primordial black hole formation

Critical collapse – PBH mass function given by:     (Byrnes et al, 2018)

Constants obtained numerically – exact values depend on radial profile presumed…



Primordial black hole formation

During radiation domination (monochromatic):

For PBH’s to be all of DM, we require peak 

N.B. at CMB scales, we have                          … we must boost 
power by some seven orders of magnitude (!)  



Primordial black hole formation

N.B. even the standard thermal history during radiation 
domination has dips in w, e.g. from the QCD crossover: 

(Fig. from Byrnes, Hindmarsh, Young, Hawkins 2018)



Primordial black hole formation

During early matter domination (Cicole, Diaz, Pedro 2018)

For PBH’s to be all of DM, for     GeV mass moduli 
require only                      (also monochromatic) 

a much milder requirement, but requires non-
standard thermal history… 



Mass functions always extended to some extent…

However the underlying power spectrum is hard to extract from the PBH mass function due to degeneracies
between the effect of the amplitude and shape of the power spectrum… The PBH mass function would have to
be observed with very high precision in order to reconstruct the shape of the primordial power spectrum near
the corresponding peak. (Byrnes, Cole, Patil 2018)



Cosmological and astrophysical bounds on PBH abundances

from B. Carr et al. 2017



Cosmological and astrophysical bounds on small scale power

from Bringmann, Scott, Akrami 2013



Shape dependence of constraints on underlying power spectrum

Byrnes, Cole, Patil (2018)



Primordial black holes from inflation? 

When potential is exactly flat,                     so that

Therefore the smallest value for a monotonic potential is

(Ultra Slow-Roll Inflation)



Primordial black holes from inflation? 

Given an arbitrary profile for          , can reconstruct potential: 



Primordial black holes from inflation? 

Formerly decaying mode can grow if  



Analytic matching computation – steepest growth of 



Analytic matching computation – steepest growth of
Caveat: Carrilho, Malik, Mulryne 2019; if (unphysically)  

long durations of           preceding                , growth
of                  possible… 

Analyticity?
Causality?
Unitarity?



Can be used to extrapolate observational constraints at any given  
scale to much smaller scales… 

CMB spectral distortions



Can be used to extrapolate observational constraints at any given  
scale to much smaller scales… 

Gravitational waves 

with theoretical constraints,
FIRAS bounds extend to
close gap on lowest mass for
Primordial SMBH seeds…



Many > O(1) theoretical uncertainties remain!

• Range in critical density (e.g. during RD)                                from 
different assumptions e.g. for radial profiles;

• Non-sphericity of collapse; effects of vorticity during MD;
• Non-linear structure formation formalism (standard Press-

Schecter can be improved). Choice of window function when 
calculating variance – top hat, or Gaussian?

• Non-Gaussianities! Especially the varieties that are not 
captured by templates used to constrain presence in CMB. 

• Can we improve observational constraints on small scale power 
to exclude certain mass ranges?  



Lots of theorists still puzzling over all of this!

Thanks for your attention!





Cf. spectral dependence of sensitivity curves for interferometry; Thrane, Romano (2013)  


